Dear Graduate Students,

We hope that you had a relaxing spring break! This month’s newsletter includes late spring and early summer funding opportunities in a variety of fields. For those of you who might be interested in fellowships with deadlines in the fall (such as the National Science Foundation’s Graduate Fellowship Research Program, among others), we encourage you to consider the Office of Fellowships’ Summer Fellowship Application Development Program, which begins in mid-May. Please review all the information sessions and funding opportunities in this newsletter when you have a bit of time – hopefully, something will catch your interest!

Nancy and Sedona

* Indicates U.S. citizenship or permanent residence not required or unspecified
*** The following award descriptions are copied directly from the funders’ websites.

Announcements
- Information Session: Funding for Students Entering the Dissertation Stage Information Session *
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- Dwight David Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship Program *
- German Historical Institute Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships*
- Graduate Arizona Financial Aid Trust Fund (AFAT) Need-Based Award
- Haury Program Native Pathways Graduate Research Awards *
- Immigrants Rising Graduate Scholarships*
- International Center for Responsible Gaming (ICRG) Dissertation Grants*
- Laura Bassi Scholarships for editorial assistance*
- National Geographic Explorer Grants*
- Sci-Founder Fellowship (PhD Grads and postdocs) for Startups*

Funding Opportunities in the Arts, Humanities, & Social Sciences
American Psychological Association Minority Fellowship Program Psychology Summer Institute (PSI) *
Boston Athenæum Short-Term Fellowships (library residency) *
Clara Mayo Grants from the American Psychological Association *
Creative Capitol Award for Artists
Fundación Botín/Botín Foundation Arts Grants *
Hedgebrook Writers in Residence (Washington) *
Marilyn Blatt Young Dissertation Completion Fellowship *
Society for Ethnomusicology (SEM) Nadia and Nicholas Nahumck Fellowship*
Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS) Esther Ngan-ling Chow and Mareyjoyce Green Scholarship Southern Education Leadership Initiative (SELI) *
Wenner-Gren Dissertation Fieldwork Grants in Anthropology *

**Funding Opportunities in Science & Engineering**

ABC Humane Wildlife Control & Prevention – Women in STEM *
Acoustical Society of America James E. West Fellowship
AFCEA STEM Teacher Graduate Scholarships and Graduate Diversity Scholarships
American Association of Anatomy DEI Dissertation Completion Award *
American Floral Endowment (AFE) Scholarships *
American Geophysical Union Horton Research Grant *
American Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES) A.T. Anderson Memorial Scholarship
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Jack E. Leisch Memorial National Graduate Fellowship *
Association for Women Geoscientists Jeanne E. Harris Chrysalis Scholarship *
BHW Group Women in STEM 2024 Scholarship *
CDC Epidemiology Elective Program (EEP) for Medical and Veterinary Students
Crop Science Society of America – Crop Science Graduate Student Scholarship *
Department of Energy Office of Science Graduate Student Research (SCGSR) Program
National Cave and Karst Research Institute (NCKRI) Scholar Fellowship Program
SHOT-NASA Fellowship
UA Space Grant Graduate Fellowships

**Postdoctoral Opportunities**

Harvard Medical School Dean's Postdoctoral Fellowship Program
Hunt Postdoctoral Fellowships (writing work related to anthropology) *
John and Polly Sparks Early Career Grant for Psychologists Investigating Serious Emotional Disturbance (SED) *
National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships *
Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education List of Postdocs in National Labs and Federal Research Facilities *
Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues (SPSSI) Grants-in-Aid Program (graduate and postdocs) *
Thrasher Research Fund Early Career Award Program in Child Health *
Information Sessions

Information Session: Funding for Students Entering the Dissertation Stage
Students beginning the dissertation stage, and planning to graduate around Spring 2026, should begin applying for dissertation write-up awards now.

- **Date, time, and location:** Tuesday, March 26 from 9:30 – 10:30 am on Zoom.
- **Info session website:** [https://gradcenter.arizona.edu/funding/office-fellowships/workshop-and-information-sessions](https://gradcenter.arizona.edu/funding/office-fellowships/workshop-and-information-sessions)

National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship (NSF GRFP) Information Sessions
The purpose of the NSF GRFP is to help ensure the vitality and diversity of the scientific and engineering workforce in the United States. The program is a wonderful source of funding for graduate students—providing awardees with $37,000 annually for three years, as well as additional benefits. These information sessions will help you get started on your application.

- **Dates, times, and locations:** Wednesday, April 17 from 12-1 pm; Wednesday, May 8 from 1 – 2 pm, and Wednesday, May 22 from 1 – 2 pm. All meetings will be held on Zoom.
- **Info session website:** [https://gradcenter.arizona.edu/funding/office-fellowships/workshop-and-information-sessions](https://gradcenter.arizona.edu/funding/office-fellowships/workshop-and-information-sessions)
- **Citizenship:** Applicants must be U.S. citizens, nationals, or permanent residents. Please check other eligibility criteria as well.
- **Grant deadline:** Mid- to late October 2024, depending on field of study.

Overview of Summer Program & Finding Funding
This session will introduce the Office of Fellowship’s Summer 2024 Fellowship Application Development Program. The Program offers deadlines and writing support to assist UA students in completing fellowship applications over the summer. Our summer program is free and online. This session will also briefly address resources for identifying an appropriate fellowship if needed.

- **Dates, times, and locations:** Wednesday, March 20 from 1 – 2 pm and Thursday, April 11 from 1 – 2 pm. Both sessions will be on Zoom.
- **Info session website:** [https://gradcenter.arizona.edu/funding/office-fellowships/workshop-and-information-sessions](https://gradcenter.arizona.edu/funding/office-fellowships/workshop-and-information-sessions)

DAAD Information Session for Study in Germany
If you have any interest in research or study in Germany, the DAAD is an excellent source of funding. We will cover the various opportunities and timelines for applications. DAAD Fellowships provide support for study in Germany. Each year, the University of Arizona facilitates the selection of one priority candidate. Applicants from the UA are not
required to submit for priority candidacy; applying for the priority candidacy is optional, and students can apply individually to the DAAD’s various programs.

- **Dates, times, and locations:** Tuesday, April 9 from 9:30 – 10:30 am, and Monday, April 22 from 1 – 2 pm. Both sessions will be on Zoom.
- **Info session website:** [https://gradcenter.arizona.edu/funding/office-fellowships/workshop-and-information-sessions](https://gradcenter.arizona.edu/funding/office-fellowships/workshop-and-information-sessions)
- **Citizenship:** See opportunity. Note that for long-term research grants, “foreign nationals who live in the US/Canada by the time of application deadline must have gained their last degree in the US/Canada or will be gaining it before the beginning of their funding period.”
- **Grant deadline:** See website

---

**General Funding Opportunities**

---

**American Bus Association Academic Merit Scholarships in Transportation, Travel, and Tourism**
The ABA Foundation mission is to support the motorcoach travel and tour industry with research and scholarships that benefit the ABA, policymakers and the public. Academic Merit Scholarships are open to both ABA and non-ABA Members. You must be a freshman, sophomore, junior, senior, or graduate student at an accredited university (4-year university/college or junior college). You must have a declared major or course of study relevant to the transportation, travel, and tourism industry. Transportation, travel, and tourism encompass a varying range of professions from accounting to hospitality management and everything in between. In other words, please apply rather than ruling yourself out because of your major. However, you will be required to submit a short essay on how your major or course of study is relevant to the transportation, travel, and tourism industries. You must maintain a minimum GPA of a 3.4 on a 4.0 scale.

- **Deadline:** April 1, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unspecified
- **Website:** [https://www.buses.org/aba-foundation/scholarships/academic-merit](https://www.buses.org/aba-foundation/scholarships/academic-merit)

**Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) Research Participation Opportunities**
This is an open announcement to collect applications for future research opportunities. The Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) Research Participation Programs at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) are educational and training programs designed to provide students and recent graduates opportunities to participate in project-specific CDC research and developmental activities at CDC facilities that are related to CDC’s mission. Opportunities include full-time, part-time, and summer appointments.

- **Deadline:** See opportunity
Dwight David Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship Program
The Dwight David Eisenhower Transportation Fellowship Program (DDETFP) awards fellowships to students pursuing degrees in transportation-related disciplines (see website for list of degrees). This program advances the transportation workforce by helping to attract the nation's brightest minds to the field of transportation, encouraging future transportation professionals to seek advanced degrees, and helping to retain top talent in the U.S. transportation industry.

- **Deadline:** March 22, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted
- **Website:** [https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/careers/ddetfp.cfm](https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/careers/ddetfp.cfm)
  - Application posting: [https://www.grants.gov/search-results-detail/352092](https://www.grants.gov/search-results-detail/352092)

German Historical Institute Doctoral and Postdoctoral Fellowships
The GHI awards short-term research fellowships to European and North American doctoral students as well as postdoctoral scholars to pursue research projects that draw upon primary sources principally located in North America. We are particularly interested in research projects that fit into the following fields: German and European history, The history of German-American relations, The role of Germany and the USA in international relations, North American history and Pan American, including Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean (European doctoral and postdoctoral scholars only). The proposed research projects should make use of historical methods and engage with the relevant historiography. We especially invite applications from doctoral students and postdoctoral scholars who currently have no funding from their home institutions. The fellowships are usually granted for periods of one to five months but, in exceptional cases and depending on the availability of funds, they can be extended by one month. For doctoral students applying, ABD status is required before starting the fellowship.

- **Deadline:** April 1, 2024 and October 1, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unspecified. Language suggests it is institution-based: “Applicants should be based at (or recent graduates of) a North American or European university or research institute.”
- **Website:** [https://www.ghi-dc.org/programs/doctoral-and-postdoctoral-research-fellowships](https://www.ghi-dc.org/programs/doctoral-and-postdoctoral-research-fellowships)

Graduate Arizona Financial Aid Trust Fund (AFAT) Need-Based Award
The Graduate AFAT Need-Based Award is an award funded through the Arizona Financial Aid Trust Fund (AFAT) and is intended to help University of Arizona Graduate and Professional students who demonstrate financial need according to the FAFSA. The award amount is $3,000. Minimum GPA is 3.0. Students will be notified in August if selected or not selected for this award.

- **Deadline:** July 14, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizen or permanent resident
- **Website:** [https://financialaid.arizona.edu/scholarshipuniverse](https://financialaid.arizona.edu/scholarshipuniverse)

**Haury Program Native Pathways Graduate Research Awards**
The Agnese Nelms Haury Program in Environment & Social Justice is pleased to announce an open call for Native Pathways Graduate Research Award proposals to support the research of graduate students who bring knowledge and experience on matters relevant to Native American and Indigenous resilience. Graduate students from disciplines that specifically address Indigenous resilience are invited to apply. Special consideration will be given to applications to support graduate students: (1) whose work addresses the water, energy and food access and challenges, and/or climate change challenges faced by Native American and Indigenous communities, especially those within Arizona; and/or (2) who have experience or are interested in strengthening their skills related to specific tribal or Native Nation’s Traditional Environmental Knowledge, values, data sovereignty, or other ways of approaching resilience challenges of Native American and Indigenous communities. Funds are available for up to $20,000 per applicant.

- **Deadline:** Rolling
- **Citizenship:** Unspecified
- **Website:** [https://haury.cals.arizona.edu/resources/2024-haury-program-native-pathways-graduate-research-awards-call-applications?_gl=1*mhqvi4*_ga*MTM0MTg1MDM2Ny4xNzA5NzQ4Nzkz*_ga_7PV3540XS3*MTcwOTc1MzY2NC4xLjEuMTcwOTc1MzIxMi40My4wLjA](https://haury.cals.arizona.edu/resources/2024-haury-program-native-pathways-graduate-research-awards-call-applications?_gl=1*mhqvi4*_ga*MTM0MTg1MDM2Ny4xNzA5NzQ4Nzkz*_ga_7PV3540XS3*MTcwOTc1MzY2NC4xLjEuMTcwOTc1MzIxMi40My4wLjA)

**Immigrants Rising Graduate Scholarships**
Founded in 2006, Immigrants Rising transforms individuals and fuels broader changes. With resources and support, undocumented young people are able to get an education, pursue careers, and build a brighter future for themselves and their community. Immigrants Rising’s List of Graduate Scholarships contains scholarships for graduate studies that do not require proof of citizenship or legal permanent residency. This up-to-date list, organized by deadline date, contains scholarships at the local (Bay Area), state and national level.

- **Deadline:** Scholarship deadlines are listed by each month.
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted
- **Website:** [https://immigrantsrising.org/resource/graduate-scholarships/](https://immigrantsrising.org/resource/graduate-scholarships/)

**International Center for Responsible Gaming (ICRG) Dissertation Grants**
The International Center for Responsible Gaming (ICRG) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization that is dedicated to scientific research on gambling disorder and responsible gambling. The goal of the Dissertation Grants program is to support doctoral students by providing funding for the costs of dissertation research on gambling. Applications are encouraged from doctoral candidates in a variety of academic disciplines and programs. Eligible principal investigators (PIs) are doctoral students at the dissertation stage of training with the skills, knowledge and resources necessary to carry out the proposed research. The applicant must have an approved dissertation
proposal (at the time of award), show evidence of high academic performance in the sciences and a commitment to a career as an independent research scientist, or as an independent physician-scientist or other clinician-scientist (dual-degree training).

- **Deadline**: May 1, 2024
- **Citizenship**: Unrestricted
- **Website**: [https://www.icrg.org/information/apply-for-icrg-funding](https://www.icrg.org/information/apply-for-icrg-funding)

### Laura Bassi Scholarships

The Laura Bassi Scholarship was established by Editing Press in 2018 with the aim of providing editorial assistance to postgraduates and junior academics whose research focuses on neglected topics of study, broadly construed, within their disciplines. The scholarships are open to every discipline and are awarded three times per year: December, April, and August. The value of the scholarships is remitted through editorial assistance as follows: Master’s candidates: $750; Doctoral candidates: $2,500; Junior academics: $500. These figures reflect the upper bracket of costs of editorial assistance for master’s theses, doctoral dissertations, and academic journal articles, respectively. All currently enrolled master’s and doctoral candidates are eligible to apply, as are academics in the first five years of their employment.

- **Deadline**: March 24, 2024, July 24, 2024 and November 24, 2024
- **Citizenship**: Unrestricted
- **Website**: [https://editing.press/bassi.php](https://editing.press/bassi.php)

### National Geographic Explorer Grants

National Geographic offers several grants, with various entry points, to provide a dynamic pathway to join our community and engage with us. Whether you are a budding Explorer or a luminary in the field, each opportunity has unique criteria and benefits to ensure that our Explorers receive support and funding aligned to their specific needs and goals. A small number of grants are open to individuals beginning their National Geographic journey and those who are working on more advanced projects. Focus areas include Ocean, Land, Wildlife, Human History and Cultures, and Human Ingenuity.

- **Deadline**: April 11, 2024
- **Citizenship**: Unrestricted
- **Website**: [https://www.nationalgeographic.org/society/grants-and-investments/](https://www.nationalgeographic.org/society/grants-and-investments/)

### Sci-Founder Fellowship (PhD graduates and postdocs) for Startups

The Sci-Founder Fellowship program will help scientists create a startup company of their own, invest $400,000 per company, and mentor the founders. The ultimate goal is to get the teams to a stage where they can raise seed funding from investors on their own (we will introduce them to investors from our network). Sci-Founder will take equity in the formed entity but no ownership of any intellectual property. The IP will stay with the inventor/institution and is normally licensed from the institution to the formed company. We are not planning to go through a lengthy application process that involves business plan or pitch competitions, and the involvement of external mentors. We want to help scientists to get started right away to work on
their ideas by offering sufficient start capital and hands on mentorship on how to build their company the right way.

- **Deadline:** Rolling
- **Citizenship:** Unspecified
- **Website:** [https://scifounders.com/scifounder-fellowship/](https://scifounders.com/scifounder-fellowship/)

---

**Funding Opportunities in the Arts, Humanities, & Social Sciences**

**American Psychological Association Minority Fellowship Program Psychology Summer Institute (PSI)**
The Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) Psychology Summer Institute (PSI) provides educational, professional development, and mentoring experiences to advanced doctoral students of psychology and psychologists who are in the early stages of their careers. Participants are guided toward developing a grant proposal, postdoctoral fellowship, dissertation, treatment program, publication, or program evaluation project. All projects must focus on issues affecting ethnic minority communities. Advanced psychology doctoral students who have or will have successfully proposed a dissertation before the PSI deadline are eligible.

- **Deadline:** May 1, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted, but due to federal funding, approximately 50 percent of available slots are reserved for U.S. citizens, non-citizen nationals of the United States, and permanent residents.
- **Website:** [https://www.apa.org/pi/mfp/psychology/institute/index](https://www.apa.org/pi/mfp/psychology/institute/index)

**Boston Athenæum Short-Term Fellowships**
The Boston Athenæum offers short-term fellowships to support the use of Athenæum collections for research, publication, curriculum and program development, or other creative projects. Each fellowship pays a stipend for a residency of twenty days (four weeks) and includes a year’s membership to the Boston Athenæum. Scholars, graduate students, independent scholars, teaching faculty, and professionals in the humanities as well as teachers and librarians in secondary public, private, and parochial schools are eligible. Several fellowships are open, including the Mary Catherine Mooney Fellowship, Caleb Loring, Jr. Fellowship, American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies Fellowship, American Congregational Association-Boston Athenæum Fellowship, and the Boston Athenæum Community Fellowship.

- **Deadline:** April 15, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizens or foreign nationals holding appropriate U.S. government documents
- **Website:** [https://bostonathenaeum.org/explore-learn/education/fellowships/](https://bostonathenaeum.org/explore-learn/education/fellowships/)
Clara Mayo Grants from the American Psychological Association

The Clara Mayo Grant program was set up to support masters’ theses or pre-dissertation research on aspects of sexism, racism, or prejudice, with preference given to students enrolled in a terminal master’s program. Studies of the application of theory or the design of interventions or treatments to address these problems are welcome. Individuals who are SPSSI members and who have matriculated in graduate programs in psychology, applied social science, and related disciplines. Proposals that include a college or university agreement to match the amount requested will be favored, but proposals without matching funds will also be considered.

- **Deadline:** May 15, 2024 and October 15, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unspecified
- **Website:** [https://www.spssi.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=page.viewpage&pageid=727](https://www.spssi.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=page.viewpage&pageid=727)

Creative Capital Awards for Artists

For our 25th Anniversary, Creative Capital welcomes innovative and original new project proposals in visual arts, performing arts, film/moving image, technology, literature, multidisciplinary, and socially engaged forms. The Creative Capital Award provides unrestricted project grants which can be drawn down over a multi-year period, bespoke professional development services, and community-building opportunities. Grants are awarded via a democratic, national, open call, external review process. Our goal is to fund individual artists creating conceptually, aesthetically, and formally challenging, risk-taking, and never-before-seen projects.

- **Deadline:** April 4, 2024 for (Letter of Intent)
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizens, permanent residents, and O-1 visa holders
- **Website:** [https://creative-capital.org/about-the-creative-capital-award/](https://creative-capital.org/about-the-creative-capital-award/)

Fundación Botin/Botín Foundation Arts Grants

The Art Grants are intended to aid both training and the development of personal and research projects, which must be directly linked to artistic creation rather than to the development of a theoretical study. Specifically, the Fundación Botín offers six scholarships for artists of any nationality with an expected duration of nine months and an endowment of 23,000 euros each, in addition to medical insurance for recipients who need to travel to a country other than their country of residence. Of these six grants, one will be reserved in priority for an artist who is Spanish or resident in Spain (for at least five years immediately prior to applying for the grant), under 30 years of age, who wants to spend time abroad to continue their work, their studies or a residence.

- **Deadline:** May 3, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted
- **Website:** [https://www.fundacionbotin.org/internal-grant-area/botin-foundation-visual-arts-scholarships.html](https://www.fundacionbotin.org/internal-grant-area/botin-foundation-visual-arts-scholarships.html)
**Hedgebrook Writers in Residence**
The Writers in Residence Program is Hedgebrook’s core program, supporting the fully-funded residencies of approximately 80 writers at the retreat each year. Hedgebrook’s mission is to support visionary women-identified writers, 18 and older, whose stories and ideas shape our culture now and for generations to come. Writers must be women, which is inclusive of transgender women and female-identified individuals. Hedgebrook is on Whidbey Island, about thirty-five miles northwest of Seattle. Situated on 48 acres of forest and meadow facing Puget Sound, with a view of Mount Rainier, the retreat hosts writers from all over the world for residencies of two to four weeks, at no cost to the writer. This residency is open to women writers in all genres! Four writers are in residence at a time, each housed in a handcrafted cottage.

- **Deadline:** Applications will be available in April 2024 for 2025 program
- **Citizenship:** Unspecified
- **Website:** [https://www.hedgebrook.org/writers-in-residence](https://www.hedgebrook.org/writers-in-residence)

**Marilyn Blatt Young Dissertation Completion Fellowship**
The Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations (SHAFR) invites applications for its dissertation completion fellowship. SHAFR will make one year-long award to support the writing and completion of the doctoral dissertation in each academic year. This highly competitive fellowship will support the most promising doctoral candidates in the final phase of completing their dissertations. Applicants should be candidates for the PhD in a humanities or social science doctoral program (most likely history), must have been admitted to candidacy, and must be at the writing stage, with all substantial research completed by the time of the award.

- **Deadline:** April 1, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unspecified
- **Website:** [https://members.shafr.org/dissertation-completion-fellowship](https://members.shafr.org/dissertation-completion-fellowship)

**Society for Ethnomusicology (SEM) Nadia and Nicholas Nahumck Fellowship**
The purpose of the fellowship is to help support research on a dance-related subject and its subsequent publication. Established scholars, recent Ph.D.’s or Ph.D. candidates who have completed all degree program requirements except dissertation research are eligible. Preference will be given to applicants planning to enhance their research findings with movement notations, such as digital media (e.g., photographs, video, web-based formats) or Labanotation.

- **Deadline:** April 1, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted
- **Website:** [https://www.ethnomusicology.org/page/Prizes_Nahumck](https://www.ethnomusicology.org/page/Prizes_Nahumck)

**Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS) Esther Ngan-ling Chow and Mareyjoyce Green Scholarship Southern Education Leadership Initiative (SELI)**
Sociologists for Women in Society (SWS) has worked hard to build a coalition of women scholars who share concerns about the status of women both domestically and internationally. The primary purposes of the scholarship are: (1) To offer support to women of color scholars who are from underrepresented groups and are studying concerns that women of color face
domestically and/or internationally; and (2) To increase the network and participation of students and professionals of color in SWS and beyond. Applicants must identify as a woman or non-binary scholar from a racial/ethnic group facing racial discrimination in the United States; dissertation must be sociologically relevant scholarship that addresses the concerns of women of color, domestically and/or internationally; student must be in the early stages of writing a dissertation; student must be “All But Dissertation” (ABD) by the time the term of the award begins; and applicant must demonstrate a financial need for the award.

- Deadline: April 1, 2024
- Citizenship: Unrestricted
- Website: https://socwomen.org/awards/chowgreenscholarship/

**Wenner-Gren Dissertation Fieldwork Grants in Anthropology**
Dissertation Fieldwork Grants are awarded to aid doctoral or thesis research. The program contributes to the Foundation's overall mission to support basic research in anthropology and to ensure that the discipline continues to be a source of vibrant and significant work that furthers our understanding of humanity's cultural and biological origins, development, and variation. The Foundation supports research that demonstrates a clear link to anthropological theory and promises to make a solid contribution to advancing these ideas. There is no preference for any methodology, research location, or subfield. The Foundation particularly welcomes proposals that employ a comparative perspective, can generate innovative approaches or ideas, and/or integrate two or more subfields.

- Deadline: May 1, 2024 and Nov 1, 2024
- Citizenship: Unrestricted
- Website: http://www.wennergren.org/programs/dissertation-fieldwork-grants

---

**Funding Opportunities in Science & Engineering**

**ABC Humane Wildlife Control & Prevention – Women in STEM**
As a woman-owned corporation operating in a largely male field, we understand the remarkable impact women can have. We want to pave the way for other women pursuing their dreams in the scientific world, which is why ABC Wildlife is introducing a scholarship designed to increase the number of women studying and influencing the future of science, including technology, engineering, and math. This program is for individuals studying or planning to study the fields of science (excluding social sciences i.e., economics), engineering, mathematics, or technology. One (1) award of $1,000 will be granted to the top essay submitted, and up to nine other students may receive awards for their submissions.

- Deadline: July 1, 2024
- Citizenship: Unrestricted
Acoustical Society of America James E. West Fellowship
The Acoustical Society of America announces the availability of a fellowship for graduate study in scientific areas related to the field of acoustics. Study is allowed in all fields of pure and applied science and engineering that are directly related to acoustics (see website for listing of fields). The applicant must be a member of an ethnic minority group (Hispanic, African-American, or Native American) that is underrepresented in the sciences. Evidence of acceptance into, or good academic standing in, a graduate degree program is also required.

- **Deadline:** April 1, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S citizen or permanent resident
- **Website:** [https://acousticalsociety.org/fellowships-and-scholarships/](https://acousticalsociety.org/fellowships-and-scholarships/)

AFCEA STEM Teacher Graduate Scholarships and Graduate Diversity Scholarships
The STEM Teacher Graduate Scholarships are competitive-based scholarships of $2,500. Each scholarship is available to students actively pursuing a graduate degree or credential/licensure for the purpose of teaching science, technology, engineering or math (STEM) subjects at a United States K-12 school. The Shrader Graduate Diversity Scholarship of $3,000 will be awarded to full-time students (women and minority students), enrolled in their second semester and at least two semester-equivalent courses) currently pursuing a graduate degree at any accredited academic institution in the United States and also living in the United States in an eligible major that supports the mission of AFCEA Educational Foundation.

- **Deadline:** May 31, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizen
- **Website:** [https://www.afcea.org/afcea-educational-foundation/scholarships](https://www.afcea.org/afcea-educational-foundation/scholarships)

American Association of Anatomy DEI Dissertation Completion Award
This Award is designed to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion in the anatomical sciences by providing dissertation completion awards to underrepresented minority (URM) graduate students who are current or new members of AAA. This mechanism will support URM graduate students at a key transition, from PhD completion to either postdoctoral studies or a first academic job, thus, promoting their retention in science and the AAA. Applicants must be a graduate student who self-identifies as an underrepresented minority, a member of AAA at the time of application, and must be in the last year of the PhD program and plan on submitting a thesis at the end of the fellowship.

- **Deadline:** April 14, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted
- **Website:** [https://www.anatomy.org/AAA/Awards/Dissertation%20Completion%20Award.aspx](https://www.anatomy.org/AAA/Awards/Dissertation%20Completion%20Award.aspx)
American Floral Endowment (AFE) Scholarships for Floriculture and Horticulture Graduate Students

Awarding scholarships for floriculture and horticulture students is a primary function of AFE. We understand the financial burden students face and are doing our part to help! AFE has around 30 scholarships awarded annually. AFE scholarships are intended for sophomore through graduate level college students pursuing degrees in floriculture and horticultural fields only.

- **Deadline:** May 1, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted
- **Website:** [http://endowment.org/scholarships/](http://endowment.org/scholarships/)

American Geophysical Union Horton Research Grant

The Horton Research Grant is a grant awarded to up to three Ph.D. students studying hydrology, water resources, or a closely related field. It is funded by the Robert E. Horton Fund for Hydrologic Research to promote excellence through encouraging the next generation of professionals in the hydrological sciences. Students must be enrolled in a doctoral program in hydrology, water resources, or a closely related field such as water resources policy science.

- **Deadline:** March 27, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted
- **Website:** [https://www.agu.org/honors/horton-grant](https://www.agu.org/honors/horton-grant)

American Indian Science and Engineering Society (AISES) A.T. Anderson Memorial Scholarship

This scholarship fund was established to memorialize A.T. Anderson, one of the AISES founders. Eligible Degrees: any STEM related degree such as Architecture, Mathematics, Medical Sciences, Physical Science, Technology, Nursing, Engineering, or Natural Resources. Applicants must be an enrolled citizen or a descendant of an enrolled citizen of a federal or state recognized American Indian Tribe or Alaska Native Village; or Native Hawaiian or descendant from a Native Hawaiian; or Pacific Islander or descendant from Pacific Islander; or Indigenous person of Canada.

- **Deadline:** April 30, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S. or Canadian citizen

American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) Jack E. Leisch Memorial National Graduate Fellowship

The fellowship is a memorial to the outstanding professional accomplishments and contributions of Jack E. Leisch, M. ASCE to the fields of highway design, traffic operations and transportation planning. The fellowship is supported by the income from donations in Mr. Leisch's honor. The award consists of a certificate and a monetary payment of approximately $5,000.

- **Deadline:** March 29, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unspecified
**Website:** https://www.asce.org/career-growth/awards-and-honors/fellowships/jack-e-leisch-fellowship

**Association for Women Geoscientists Jeanne E. Harris Chrysalis Scholarship**  
The Jeanne E. Harris Chrysalis Scholarship provides degree-completion funding for women geoscience graduate students whose education has been significantly interrupted by life circumstances. Awarded funds are intended to cover costs associated with completion of her thesis/dissertation, beyond what is traditionally covered by primary research funding. The scholarship includes up to $2,000 and a one-year student membership with AWG. Costs may include drafting expenses, child-care, defense travel, late-stage research and analyses, or anything necessary to assist a candidate during those critical, final days.

- **Deadline:** March 31, 2024  
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted  
- **Website:** https://www.awg.org/page/ScholarshipsandAwards

**BHW Group Women in STEM 2024 Scholarship**  
The BHW Group is a leading web development and mobile app development company in Austin, Texas. For the last decade, our goal has been to provide client centered mobile app development and web development, utilizing the latest technologies to create solutions optimized for your business’s specific needs. The BHW Group is excited to announce our Women in STEM academic scholarship. Women who are pursuing an undergraduate or master's degree and are majoring in science, technology, engineering, or mathematics during the 2024 school year are eligible for up to $3000.

- **Deadline:** April 15, 2024  
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted but international applicants must be attending a US-based school  
- **Website:** https://thebhwgroup.com/scholarship

**CDC Epidemiology Elective Program (EEP) for Medical and Veterinary Students**  
The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) seeks medical and veterinary students for the CDC Epidemiology Elective Program (EEP) to applied epidemiology, public health, and global health. Students learn by gaining hands-on experience and mentorship from CDC subject matter experts. This program offers 6- or 8-week rotations based at CDC sites, other federal sites, and state, Tribal, local, and territorial health departments. Assignments may involve conducting surveillance of a disease, injury, or other health condition; analyzing health data to identify new risk factors for disease; assisting CDC’s EIS officers and other public health professionals in the field to investigate an outbreak; and contributing to CDC publications and guidelines of major public health importance.

- **Deadline:** April 1, 2024  
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizen  
- **Website:** https://www.cdc.gov/epielective/index.html
Crop Science Society of America – Crop Science Graduate Student Scholarship
The scholarship is provided to a meritorious graduate student in crop science. The scholarship is supported by gifts from the Gerald O. Mott family to the Agronomic Science Foundation (ASA) and administered by the Crop Science Society of America (CSSA). Nominees will have completed at least one year of graduate work leading to an M.S. or Ph.D. degree in a field of emphasis within any of the CSSA divisions. Nominees are required to be CSSA or ASA members. The award allows self-nominations. In 2024, CSSA will award one scholarship at $2,000.

- **Deadline:** March 19, 2024 (nominations initiated); March 26, 2024 (2 reference Letters and Final Nomination submission due)
- **Citizenship:** Unspecified
- **Website:** [https://www.crops.org/awards/view/91](https://www.crops.org/awards/view/91)

Department of Energy Office of Science Graduate Student Research (SCGSR) Program
The goal of the Office of Science Graduate Student Research (SCGSR) program is to prepare graduate students for science, technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM) careers critically important to the DOE Office of Science mission, by providing graduate thesis research opportunities at DOE laboratories. The SCGSR program provides supplemental awards to outstanding U.S. graduate students to pursue part of their graduate thesis research at a DOE laboratory in areas that address scientific challenges central to the Office of Science mission. The research opportunity is expected to advance the graduate students’ overall doctoral thesis while providing access to the expertise, resources, and capabilities available at the DOE laboratories. Applicants must be pursuing a Ph.D. in physics, chemistry, material sciences, biology (non-medical), mathematics, engineering, computer or computational sciences, or select areas of environmental sciences at an accredited college or university in the United States or its territories.

- **Deadline:** May 1, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizen or permanent resident
- **Website:** [https://science.osti.gov/wdts/scgsr](https://science.osti.gov/wdts/scgsr)

National Cave and Karst Research Institute (NCKRI) Scholar Fellowship Program
The New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology, on behalf of the National Cave and Karst Research Institute (NCKRI), invites proposals for student scholarships in support of cave and karst research. NCKRI expects to award up to four fellowships in 2024: two to undergraduate applicants ($2500 each) and two to graduate applicants ($5000 each).

- **Deadline:** May 15, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizen or permanent resident
- **Website:** [https://www.nmt.edu/research/organizations/nckri.php](https://www.nmt.edu/research/organizations/nckri.php)

SHOT-NASA Fellowship
The Fellowships in Aerospace History are offered annually by the National Aeronautics Space Administration (NASA) to support significant scholarly research projects in aerospace history.
These fellowships grant the opportunity to engage in significant and sustained advanced research in all aspects of the history of aerospace from the earliest human interest in flight to the present, including cultural and intellectual history, economic history, history of law and public policy, and the history of science, engineering, and management. NASA provides funds to the American Historical Association and to the History of Science Society to allow both associations to award fellowships. Representatives from the AHA, HSS, and SHOT comprise the review committee. Applicants must possess a PhD in history or in a closely related field, or be enrolled as a student (having completed all coursework) in a doctoral degree-granting program. Preference will be given to scholars at early stages in their careers.

- **Deadline:** April 1, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizen or permanent resident

**UA Space Grant Graduate Fellowships**

The UA Arizona NASA Space Grant Fellowship Program provides up to six graduate fellowships per year to students pursuing STEM degrees at the University of Arizona. The goals of the Fellowship Program are to encourage individuals to pursue graduate education in a STEM field, support NASA-related research happening at the University of Arizona, and increase science communication and outreach. Fellowships are competitively awarded and recognize students for their high achievements and academic merit. Space Grant Fellowships prioritize the ability to communicate and present scientific research to the public, an important skill in sharing NASA’s research with our community. The UA Arizona Space Grant Program is offering two application tracks to receive a Space Grant Fellowship. These tracks include a "Research Track" and "Outreach Track", explained below. The UA Arizona Space Grant Program will award up to six fellowships in total. The number of awards for each track will depend on the number of applications received. In AY24-25, awards will include full in- and out-of-state tuition coverage and a stipend of at least $22,838. Both research and outreach track applicants must obtain support from their home department and/or advisor to fund the required department cost-share for this award.

- **Deadline:** April 15, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizen
- **Website:** [https://spacegrant.arizona.edu/students/fellowships](https://spacegrant.arizona.edu/students/fellowships)

---

**Postdoctoral Opportunities**

**Harvard Medical School Dean's Postdoctoral Fellowship Program**

The Dean’s Postdoctoral Fellowship (DPF) is a two-year research fellowship that was established in 2012 to nurture, advance, and retain a diverse scientific workforce who will continue to contribute to diversity through their ongoing academic and research scholarship. The
fellowship program prepares scientists from groups historically underrepresented in the basic and
social sciences for careers in academia and other sectors. Fellows benefit from a highly
innovative and creative research environment that emphasizes scientific rigor, collaboration, and
the pursuit of excellence in science. The two-year fellowship provides funding in the amount of
$65,000/year, and DPF fellows are eligible for Harvard’s generous benefits package. They
receive additional opportunities for career enhancement, mentorship, seminars, workshops, and
conferences, along with a robust support network, through the Scholars in Translational and
Academic Research program.

- **Deadline:** April 15, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizen or permanent resident
- **Website:** [https://dicp.hms.harvard.edu/dicp-programs/postdoc-and-fellows/deanspostdoc](https://dicp.hms.harvard.edu/dicp-programs/postdoc-and-fellows/deanspostdoc)

**Hunt Postdoctoral Fellowships in Writing – Wenner-Gren Foundation**
Hunt Postdoctoral Fellowships (writing) provide up to $40,000 towards the writing-up of already
completed research. The fellowship is awarded to early career scholars, who frequently lack the
time and resources they need to publish their work. Applicants should be no more than ten years
beyond their PhD, with allowances made for periods of caregiving, and have a doctorate in
anthropology or an equivalent field. A maximum of eight Hunt Postdoctoral Fellowships are
awarded annually. By providing funds for scholars to devote themselves full-time to writing, the
Foundation aims to enable a new generation of scholars to publish significant works that will
impact the development of anthropology. You can apply regardless of your departmental or
professional affiliation. However, funding decisions are made on the basis of the potential of the
project to make a significant contribution to the field of theoretical anthropology.

- **Deadline:** May 1, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted
- **Website:** [https://wennergren.org/program/hunt-postdoctoral-fellowship/](https://wennergren.org/program/hunt-postdoctoral-fellowship/)

**John and Polly Sparks Early Career Grant for Psychologists Investigating Serious Emotional Disturbance (SED)**
The John and Polly Sparks Early Career Grant supports early career psychologists conducting
research in the area of early intervention and treatment for serious emotional disturbance in
children. The John and Polly Sparks Foundation partnered with American Psychological
Foundation (APF) to empower early career psychologists to produce scientifically-based
research and programs that could provide models for broad-based applications across the
country. Applicants must be an early career psychologist (no more than 10 years post-doctoral
with a degree from an accredited university).

- **Deadline:** April 24, 2024
- **Citizenship:** Unspecified
- **Website:** [https://www-apa-org.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/apf/funding/sparks-early-career?tab=1](https://www-apa-org.ezproxy1.library.arizona.edu/apf/funding/sparks-early-career?tab=1)

**National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships**
The National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), a federal agency in Washington, D.C., administers a fellowships program that provides financial support for individuals who wish to pursue scholarly research projects in the humanities. Projects should involve advanced research that is of value to scholars, general audiences, or both. Fellowships provide recipients time to conduct research or to produce books, monographs, peer-reviewed articles, e-books, digital materials, translations with annotations or a critical apparatus, or critical editions resulting from previous research. Projects may be at any stage of development. NEH invites research applications from scholars in all disciplines, and it encourages submissions from independent scholars and junior scholars.

- **Deadline:** April 10, 2024
- **Citizenship:** U.S. citizens and foreign nationals who have been living in the U.S. or its jurisdictions for at least the three years prior to the application deadline.
- **Website:** [http://www.neh.gov/grants/research/fellowships](http://www.neh.gov/grants/research/fellowships)

**Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education List of Postdocs in National Labs and Federal Research Facilities**

If you are a recent doctoral graduate and would like to obtain additional training within your field of study, the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education (ORISE) offers postdoctoral fellowships and research opportunities at national laboratories and federal research facilities nationwide. For scientists who have recently completed their Ph.D. in a science-related discipline, a postdoc research fellowship can make an excellent start to a career at a DOE national laboratory or other federal research facility. ORISE sponsors postdoctoral research programs across the United States, many of which have immediate openings for qualified candidates.

- **Deadlines:** Varies
- **Citizenship:** Varies
- **Website:** [https://orise.orau.gov/stem/internships-fellowships-research-opportunities/postdocs.html](https://orise.orau.gov/stem/internships-fellowships-research-opportunities/postdocs.html)

**Society for the Psychological Study of Social Issues (SPSSI) Grants-in-Aid Program (graduate students and postdocs)**

The SPSSI Committee on Grants-in-Aid (GIA) wishes to support scientific research in social problem areas related to the basic interests and goals of SPSSI and particularly those that are not likely to receive support from traditional sources. The Committee especially encourages proposals involving (a) unique and timely research opportunities, (b) underrepresented institutions, graduate students, and junior scholars, (c) volunteer research teams, and (d) actual, not pilot, projects. Funding up to $1000 is available for graduate student research. In the case of graduate students, strong preference is given to applications from students at the dissertation stage of their career. Funding up to $2000 is available for research by SPSSI members who already have a Ph.D. Applicants can be at any stage of their academic work at any type of institution.

- **Deadline:** May 15, 2024 (Spring deadline); October 15, 2024 (Fall deadline)
Thrasher Research Fund Early Career Award Program
The Fund recognizes that young investigators may find it difficult to remain in pediatric research because of a lack of funding. Therefore, the purpose of this program is to encourage the development of medical research in child health by awarding small grants to new researchers, helping them gain a foothold in this important area. The goal is to fund applicants who will go on to be independent investigators. The Fund will make up to 32 awards total with two funding cycles (16 awards each). The Fund is open to a wide variety of research topics. In the Early Career Award Program, the Fund is particularly interested in applicants that show great potential to impact that field of children's health through medical research.

- **Deadline:** March 19, 2024 (concept submission deadline); September 5, 2024 (concept submission deadline)
- **Citizenship:** Unrestricted
- **Website:** [https://www.thrasherresearch.org/early-career-award?lang=eng](https://www.thrasherresearch.org/early-career-award?lang=eng)

*The GradFunding Newsletter is a service of the University of Arizona Graduate Center. You may send opportunities for posting to the newsletter editor, Nancy Ellis (mailto:nancyeellis@arizona.edu).*